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Features • Part of the apparatus control function

• Handling of select-before-execute com-
mand

• Connections for internal or external syn-
chro-check

• Signals for blocking and interlocking of 
operation

• Definition of command output pulse

• Supervision of

- apparatus position for one and three 
poles

- pole discordance

- start and movement of the apparatus

Application The complete apparatus control function han-
dles open and close commands of high volt-
age apparatuses and their status indications in 
a bay. Permission to operate is granted after 
that several conditions are evaluated, such as 
interlocking status, synchro-check, operator 
mode or other external conditions. 

The purpose of this function block SWICON 
is to handle and supervise select-before-exe-
cute commands and be an interface to the 
process. 

Design This function block is one function in a fam-
ily of totally four main types of standardized 
function blocks BAYCON, COMCON, SWI-
CON and BLKCON, all to be configured to 
reflect the switchyard arrangement. The num-
ber and type of blocks used in the terminal 
depends on the number and type of appara-
tuses to control. 

This main type SWICON is used one per 
apparatus and is available in three variants:

SWICONA: Used for connection to an inter-
nal synchro-check function and position indi-
cations for three poles. Normally used for 
circuit breakers.

SWICONB: Used for connection to an exter-
nal synchro-check function and position indi-
cations for three poles. Normally used for 
circuit breakers.

SWICONC: Used for position indication of a 
single pole. Normally used for disconnectors 
and earthing switches.
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Function block

Input and output 
signals

Table 1: Input signals for the SWICONA (SAnn-) function block
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Signal Description

POSIND_V Input for external position check function, i.e. valid position of 
the apparatus

POS_L1_O Input for open position indication in phase L1

POS_L2_O Input for open position indication in phase L2

POS_L3_O Input for open position indication in phase L3

POS_L1_C Input for closed position indication in phase L1
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Table 2: Output signals for the SWICONA (SAnn-) function block 

POS_L2_C Input for closed position indication in phase L2

POS_L3_C Input for closed position indication in phase L3

BLK_UPD Blocking of updating of the position indication (pulse input 
from COMCON)

PROC_UPD Resuming of updating of the position indication (pulse input 
from COMCON)

MA_UPD_O Input for manual setting of open position (pulse input from 
COMCON)

MA_UPD_C Input for manual setting of close position (pulse input from 
COMCON)

UPD_BLK Input for blocking of updating (from BLKCONK at blocking of 
all apparatuses in a bay)

SELECT Selection input (from BAYCON, signal SELx)

FDB_SEL Feedback selection input

OPEN Open direction for operation (pulse input from COMCON)

CLOSE Close direction for operation (pulse input from COMCON)

AU_OP_V Automatic operation permitted (signal from BAYCON)

EXECUTE Execution of operation (pulse input from COMCON)

CANCEL Cancelling of the selected operation (pulse input from COM-
CON)

BLK_OPEN Blocking input for open direction

BLK_CLOS Blocking input for close direction

INT_LOCK Operation blocked by conditions from the interlocking module

SY_RUN To be set to true when the synchro-check is running

SY_FAIL To be set to true when the synchro-check/phasing fails and 
the command execution will stop

SY_OK Closing will be permitted at set to true by the synchro-check 
and when SY_RUN is true

AR_SEL Selection input for fast autoreclosing. It is used only with 
external selection relays

Signal Description

OX Indication that the apparatus is in open position. Result of the 
three single phase indications or blocking of the process 
updating or by the manually entered open position

CX Indication that the apparatus is in close position. Result of the 
three single phase indications or blocking of the process 
updating or by the manually entered close position

POS_ERR Position error. Result of that at least one of following condi-
tions are fulfilled: One phase is both open and closed, one 
phase is in middle position longer than T_POSERR, the input 
POSIND_V is false

POL_DISC Output indicating pole discordance, after that the time T_POL 
has elapsed

MA_UPD_P Output indicating manual control of position updating

SEL_OPEN Selection output for open direction

Signal Description
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Table 3: Input signals for the SWICONB (SBnn-) function block 

SEL_CLOS Selection output for close direction

EXE_OPEN Execute output for open direction (settable pulse length)

EXE_CLOS Execute output for close direction (settable pulse length)

SEL_RES Reset the selection after successful or failed operation (pulse 
output)

SEL_ERR Output indicating a failure in the selection, if no feedback 
select signal FDB_SEL is activated before the time T_SEL 
has elapsed

CMD_ERR Output indicating a command error. That is done if the posi-
tion indication of the executed apparatus does not indicate a 
start in the position change before the time T_START has 
elapsed

AU_OP_P Automatic operation is permitted, i.e. the operator place 
selector is not in Local position, the apparatus is not reserved, 
not manual selected or not blocked (neither operation nor 
update of position). The interlocking conditions are not con-
sidered

BLK_AR Output is activated when reservation is made. It is used to 
block autoreclosing when an operation is in progress

Signal Description

POSIND_V Input for external position check function, i.e. valid position of 
the apparatus

POS_L1_O Input for open position indication in phase L1

POS_L2_O Input for open position indication in phase L2

POS_L3_O Input for open position indication in phase L3

POS_L1_C Input for closed position indication in phase L1

POS_L2_C Input for closed position indication in phase L2

POS_L3_C Input for closed position indication in phase L3

BLK_UPD Blocking of updating of the position indication (pulse input 
from COMCON)

PROC_UPD Resuming of updating of the position indication (pulse input 
from COMCON)

MA_UPD_O Input for manual setting of open position (pulse input from 
COMCON)

MA_UPD_C Input for manual setting of close position (pulse input from 
COMCON)

UPD_BLK Input for blocking of updating (from BLKCONK at blocking of 
all apparatuses in a bay)

SELECT Selection input (from BAYCON, signal SELx)

FDB_SEL Feedback selection input

OPEN Open direction for operation (pulse input from COMCON)

CLOSE Close direction for operation (pulse input from COMCON)

AU_OP_V Automatic operation permitted (signal from BAYCON)

EXECUTE Execution of operation (pulse input from COMCON)

Signal Description
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Table 4: Output signals for the SWICONB (SBnn-) function block 

CANCEL Cancelling of the selected operation (pulse input from COM-
CON)

BLK_OPEN Blocking input for open direction

BLK_CLOS Blocking input for close direction

INT_LOCK Operation blocked by conditions from the interlocking module

SY_RUN Connected to the synchro-check module (equipment). At true 
all timers in SWICONB are stopped

SY_FAIL To be set to true when the synchro-check/phasing fails and 
the command execution will stop

AR_SEL Selection input for fast autoreclosing. It is used only with 
external selection relays

T_POSERR Allowed time for middle position

T_POL Time parameter for pole discordance. Allowed time to have 
discrepancy between the poles.

T_SEL Allowed time from selection to feedback select

T_START Allowed time from execute to position indication change

T_PULSE Time parameter for command output pulse length. T_PULSE 
= 0 gives a steady command output signal

Signal Description

OX Indication that the apparatus is in open position. Result of the 
three single phase indications or blocking of the process 
updating or by the manually entered open position

CX Indication that the apparatus is in close position. Result of the 
three single phase indications or blocking of the process 
updating or by the manually entered close position

POS_ERR Position error. Result of that at least one of following condi-
tions are fulfilled: One phase is both open and closed, one 
phase is in middle position longer than T_POSERR, the input 
POSIND_V is false

POL_DISC Output indicating pole discordance, after that the time T_POL 
has elapsed

MA_UPD_P Output indicating manual control of position updating

SEL_OPEN Selection output for open direction

SEL_CLOS Selection output for close direction

EXE_OPEN Execute output for open direction (settable pulse length)

EXE_CLOS Execute output for close direction (settable pulse length)

SEL_RES Reset the selection after successful or failed operation (pulse 
output)

SEL_ERR Output indicating a failure in the selection, if no feedback 
select signal FDB_SEL is activated before the time T_SEL 
has elapsed

Signal Description
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Table 5: Input signals for the SWICONC (SCnn-) function block 

CMD_ERR Output indicating a command error. That is done if the posi-
tion indication of the executed apparatus does not indicate a 
start in the position change before the time T_START has 
elapsed

AU_OP_P Automatic operation is permitted, i.e. the operator place 
selector is not in Local position, the apparatus is not reserved, 
not manual selected or not blocked (neither operation nor 
update of position). The interlocking conditions are not con-
sidered

BLK_AR Output is activated when reservation is made. It is used to 
block autoreclosing when an operation is in progress

Signal Description

POSIND_V Input for external position check function, i.e. valid position of 
the apparatus

POS_O Input for open position indication

POS_C Input for close position indication

BLK_UPD Blocking of updating of the position indication (pulse input 
from COMCON)

PROC_UPD Resuming of updating of the position indication (pulse input 
from COMCON)

MA_UPD_O Input for manual setting of open position (pulse input from 
COMCON)

MA_UPD_C Input for manual setting of close position (pulse input from 
COMCON)

UPD_BLK Input for blocking of updating (from BLKCONK at blocking of 
all apparatuses in a bay)

SELECT Selection input (from BAYCON, signal SELx)

FDB_SEL Feedback selection input

OPEN Open direction for operation (pulse input from COMCON)

CLOSE Close direction for operation (pulse input from COMCON)

EXECUTE Execution of operation (pulse input from COMCON)

CANCEL Cancelling of the selected operation (pulse input from COM-
CON)

BLK_OPEN Blocking input for open direction

BLK_CLOS Blocking input for close direction

INT_LOCK Operation blocked by conditions from the interlocking module

AU_OP_V Automatic operation permitted (signal from BAYCON)

T_POSERR Allowed time for middle position

T_PULSE Time parameter for command output pulse length. T_PULSE 
= 0 gives a steady command output signal

T_SEL Allowed time from selection to feedback select

T_START Allowed time from execute to position indication change

Signal Description
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Table 6: Output signals for the SWICONC (SCnn-) function block 

Manufacturer

Signal Description

OX Indication that the apparatus is in open position. Result of the 
input indication or blocking of the process updating or by the 
manually entered open position

CX Indication that the apparatus is in close position. Result of the 
input indication or blocking of the process updating or by the 
manually entered close position

POS_ERR Position error, i.e. the position indication is both open and 
closed or is in middle position longer than T_POSERR or the 
input POSIND_V is false

MA_UPD_P Output indicating manual control of position updating

SEL_OPEN Selection output for open direction

SEL_CLOS Selection output for close direction

EXE_OPEN Execute output for open direction (settable pulse length)

EXE_CLOS Execute output for close direction (settable pulse length)

SEL_RES Reset the selection after successful or failed operation (pulse 
output)

SEL_ERR Output indicating a failure in the selection, if no feedback 
select signal FDB_SEL is activated before the time T_SEL 
has elapsed

CMD_ERR Output indicating a command error. That is done if the posi-
tion indication of the executed apparatus does not indicate a 
start in the position change before the time T_START has 
elapsed 

AU_OP_P Automatic operation is permitted, i.e. the operator place 
selector is not in Local position, the apparatus is not reserved, 
not manual selected or not blocked (neither operation nor 
update of position). The interlocking conditions are not con-
sidered
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